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COLUMBIA GAINED A new—and fake—admin-

istrative position via Twitter Dec. 1, whose
title is “Interim Dean of Bullshit.” So far,
the dean’s contributions to “growsynthesize” the college include tongue-in-cheek
tweets poking fun at some topical issues
that have been affecting Columbia through
the handle @CNewspeak.
As of press time, the interim dean had 47
followers and had sent out 52 playful and

“Columprehensive” tweets. Many who do
not follow the account interacted with it,
shared it on social media or via email.
While the dean remains anonymous and
declined in a Twitter direct message interview with The Chronicle to identify with any
gender, the photo associated with the account
is of an older man. “His” Twitter biography
states the following: “Interim Dean of...something at Columbia College Chicago. Applying
social media to enhance and facilitate what
I exemplify each day as I implement action.”
The interim dean’s tweets cover topics

2015
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See the photo feature on Page 20

New ‘Dean of BS’ satirizes college
» kyra senese & zoe eitel

7

such as the importance of “contempomodernizing” the college so students can “cross-pollinatedly thrive,” the dean’s search for his
own lunch rather than outsourcing the task
and the riskiness of trying Buffalo Wild
Wings’ bourbon honey mustard sauce.
Creating the account was the dean’s way
of setting an example for Columbia students,
he told The Chronicle.
“As an interim administrator, I deemed it
incumbently proactive to take a leading role
in building a sustainable social media presence that 21st Century-centered learners

will follow before becoming cross-cultural
stakeholders of tomorrow’s jobs today,” the
interim dean said via Twitter.
He also noted some of his favorite aspects
of the college.
“The collegiality of my fellow interim
colleagues. The staff who haven’t been eliminated are dedicated. The students strike
me as decidedly unconventional—I hope to
meet them someday,” he said.
Chris Maul-Rice, an adjunct professor in
the Creative Writing Department, said
she enjoyed the interim dean’s tweets.
She said the dean’s to-do list—“assess,
articulate, engage, compose an email
starting with ‘I am pleased to announce,’
harness, maximize”—was her favorite.

SEE BS, PAGE 10
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Does diversity committee delay
show lack in planning?
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s Columbia makes strides
toward better supporting
diversity at the college, such
as through the Nov. 30 announcement
of the formation of the Strategic Plan
implementation committee intended to
oversee the application of its diversity,
equity and inclusion goals, concerns
remain about how these next steps will
be carried out.
The emailed announcement,
which came from President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim, noted that faculty
and staff will have the opportunity to
self-nominate to join the committee by
Dec. 15, as reported in the story on Page
4. This news comes almost eight weeks
after the other committees supporting
the implementation of the Strategic Plan
have already begun meeting.
Kim said in an interview with The
Chronicle that it took longer for the college to announce the Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Committee because he
needed “to gestate on an idea for a long
time” so the next steps of the process
could “materialize in [his] mind.”
While it makes sense that such a vital
committee would require that it be well
thought-out, it’s concerning that it took
so long just to announce it.
Kim made a point that the DEI
Committee will now work to implement
its goals into the college’s other implementation committees to ensure that
diversity is supported across the board.
However, this also seems difficult to carry
out because the other committees have
been up and running for several weeks,
and one ceases operating on Dec. 15.
A more productive and streamlined
approach would have been to create
the DEI Committee first and then have
members guide discussions of diversity
in the two ongoing committees that
presumably lack expertise in this area.
Announcing the formation of the committee earlier in the year would also have
proven the college’s dedication to the
committee’s goals.
Though the option to self-nominate to
join the committee may be an open call
for participation, some worry that the
same faces will be seen participating
2 THE CHRONICLE DECEMBER 7, 2015
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as have already attended previous discussions on minority issues. If the same
members of the college are repeatedly
the only ones attending meetings on
how to better incorporate and support
diversity at Columbia, some worry that
those who need this training and education won’t be exposed to it. Another
concern is that minority faculty may
already be pulled in several directions,
so if they are relied on too heavily to
uphold the goals of this committee, it
may not succeed.
Kim also invited students to
self-nominate to join the committee.
Adding the viewpoints of students to
a committee focused on implementing
such important qualities into the college
environment is admirable but requires
proper planning. Students would likely
be interesting in contributing to the
DEI Committee to ensure all student
concerns are adequately addressed, but
serving on such a committee is tiring,
time-consuming work.
		
For students to be able to effectively
contribute to the committee, there
needs to be an incentive for them to
do so such as receiving payment for
their participation or course credits.
Committee members often have to
conduct research and complete heavy
reading assignments that might otherwise detract from students’ class
work, but making participation in the
committee a course substitution would
be a learning opportunity that would
allow students to participate without
overburdening them.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
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focus
group

“Columbia students often are interested only
in results ... They need to collaborate with
other[s] and other ideas, not just their own.”
Employer 1

“Other schools seem to be harder on students...
we have a lot of hires from [University of
Indiana] and they are more adaptable.”
Employer 1

“Columbia students can’t take constructive criticism. They need to manage expectations
when they graduate. They think they can start booking big tours right away.”
Employer 2
“Columbia students think of themselves
as too special and have an attitude of
uniqueness. They need more hard knocks.”

Employer 1

“They need to be more generalists and
less specialists. They need to deviate
from the college specialty first.”
Employer 4

Employer 3

Focus group
demands better
Columbia hires
» megan bennett
CAMPUS EDITOR

A RECENT FOCUS group conducted by the col-

lege revealed that some industry employers
deem Columbia students as “self-absorbed”
and lacking adequate business knowledge.
Students were criticized for various weaknesses such as lacking adaptability, having
limited experience, not being receptive to
constructive criticism and thinking they are
“too special” with an “attitude of uniqueness.”
Students were compared to graduates from
colleges such as Indiana University, Purdue
University and the University of Michigan
throughout the discussion.
Notes from the focus group, which was
held Nov. 4 and included nine unnamed
employers who recruit Columbia students,
were shared with several deans and administrators via email on Nov. 12 by Deb Maue,

“Columbia students can stray from
their original jobs to shoot for the
stars, [but] they won’t ask for help.”

vice president of Strategic Marketing and
Communications, who invited recipients
to “distribute [the results] to others” as
they saw fit.
College spokeswoman Cara Birch
refused The Chronicle’s interview requests
for interviews with Maue, Vice President
of Student Success Mark Kelly and Senior
Vice President and Provost Stan Wearden
for this story.
Christie Andersen Asif, director of the
Portfolio Center who received the email
from Maue, said this feedback affirmed a
majority of what the center hears anecdotally from employers.
“A couple of themes I heard often were
they thought students were lacking in
the survival skills, like professionalism
and how to survive on the job and there’s
a sense [of ] restlessness,” Andersen
Asif said. “Recent grads are not always

willing to pay dues and work their way
up the ladder.”
Andersen Asif said the Portfolio Center
works to educate students about career
expectations and business environment
etiquette in current initiatives like preparation sessions before Job Fairs and in past
programming such as mock networking
events and salary negotiation practices.
However, these programs have only seen
“modest” turnouts, according to Andersen
Asif, who added that the former initiatives
were discontinued due to low attendance.
Andersen Asif said students in art-based
disciplines may not think professional etiquette will apply to their career path, but
it is necessary for students regardless of
where they work or who their employer is.
“There’s a learning curve,” she said. “They
get there. For alumni that are a little further
out, companies tend to really like the work
they do. It’s the initial getting up to speed
that’s a little bit bumpy sometimes.”
Chris Efken, an adjunct professor in the
Business & Entrepreneurship Department
who teaches the course “Marketing Yourself,”
said Columbia students and graduates often
have an advantage over others by having
experience and a portfolio to show employers, but they need to show how their skills
will benefit a specific employer or client.
“They have an inner confidence that helps

» COLIN KING/CHRONICLE

them go out and sell
themselves,” Efken
said. “Sometimes the
confidence could be perceived as ego, arrogance or
‘I’m better than that.’ That’s
hard because until you’re out in the business world, you may not understand that
fine line between confidence and arrogance.”
The “Marketing Yourself” course was
created to teach students basic business
and job-preparation skills, Efken said,
adding that it attracts students from
various majors. She said most students
experience fear of the unknown and worry
about knowing how to handle a situation
in which they do not know the answer or
have the proper skillset.
Efken said she saw some of the notes of
the focus group and thought they were true
to all students of this generation, not just
those at Columbia.
“A lot of it is just millennials and what
millennials are used to or think they
may be entitled to,” Efken said.
The group said Columbia students
need internship experience because it
shows “adaptability” and suggested that
Columbia institute a collegewide internship requirement prior to graduation.
Tom Joyce, the internship and event
coordinator in the Radio Department,
SEE FOCUS GROUP, PAGE 11

Employer 3

“Columbia College students are to[o] self
absorbed and don’t work as a team.”
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» megan bennett &
lauren kostiuk

CAMPUS EDITOR &
CAMPUS REPORTER

NEARLY EIGHT WEEKS after the
Strategic Plan Implementation
committees formed, the college
introduced a new committee to
oversee the plan’s diversity, equity
and inclusion goals.

In a Nov. 30 email to faculty
and staff, President and CEO
Kwang-Wu Kim announced that
faculty and staff can self-nominate to become members of the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
Committee by Dec. 15.
Onye Ozuzu, interim dean of the
School of Fine & Performing Arts,
will chair the committee, which

Onye Ozuzu, chair of the
new Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion committee,
said it is essential
that the committee be
integrated into all other
implementation processes
of the Strategic Plan.

» FILE PHOTO

will include eight other members
to be appointed by Kim, whom they
will report to. The committee will
focus on three goals: to participate
in all Strategic Plan implementation committees, create a diversity
statement for the college and develop
a diversity strategy for training and
education collegewide.
While committees dedicated
to the other goals of the Strategic
Plan began earlier in the Fall
2015 Semester, Kim said the DEI
Committee took longer to form
because he wanted the other
implementation committees
up and running. He also said
he needed to think about all the
aspects necessary to create the
DEI committee, including how
people would be chosen and who
should lead them.
“Sometimes, I need to gestate on
an idea for a long time, then not just
the desired outcome comes clear
but also the steps I need to take
materialize in my mind and I was
waiting for that to happen,” Kim
said. “Now, it’s very clear to me.”
Kim said he hopes to have selected

the committee members by the week
of Dec. 21 so the committee can
convene as early as January at the
beginning of the Spring semester.
Kim said self-nominees must
submit a one-page statement and
a CV of their professional work.
Members will be chosen for their
expertise in discussing and dealing with the systemic obstacles of
diversity as well as for their experience navigating those obstacles.
“Personal experience is always
authentic, but it doesn’t mean you’re
in a position to think about how do
you deal with the structural and systemic challenges at the core of diversity, equity or inclusion,” Kim said.
“I had to find a statement that would
acknowledge people have personal
experience and also differentiate
that from actual expertise in dealing
with systemic issues of diversity.”
Nic Ruley, an adjunct professor
in the Television Department,
said he hopes the committee will
fully include students’ input and
address diversity in the curriculum, the details of which were not
outlined in the announcement.

“It can’t come from the topdown,” Ruley said. “It needs to start
more with the needs of the people
who are actually experiencing what
these decisions will affect.”
There has not been a formal
announcement to students, but
Kim said the student voice is
essential to the committee.
“I think students should
self-nominate as well, but it’s
different because I don’t expect
students to have the same kinds of
resume or experience,” Kim said.
“I am still thinking about that.”
Jeremey Johnson, a junior creative writing major, said student
input is critical and he thinks
students would be interested in
participating in the committee
“[The] student body is your diversity,” Johnson said. “If you don’t have
students involved, then essentially you have a group of people
who are disconnected from the
diversity on campus talking
about [it].”
Kim said the committee
took longer to form than others because he was trying to

SEE DIVERSITY, PAGE 11

Diversity committee to be
formed through self-nominations

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

M u s i c

D e p a r t m e n t

E v e n t s

Monday December 7
Folk Ensemble in Concert at HAUS (623 S. Wabash)
Columbia College Gospel Choir and Gospel Repertory Ensemble
At Stage TWO, 618 S. Michigan Ave.
Pop Orchestra in Concert

7:00 pm

Tuesday December 8
Songwriting Recital

7:00 pm

Wednesday November 9
R&B Ensemble: Showcase in Concert
CC Jazz Night at Brasserie, 800 S. Michigan Ave.*
R&B Ensemble: Performance in Concert

12:00 pm
5:30 pm
7:00 pm

Thursday December 10
Songwriting 2 Recital
Men’s Ensemble and Women’s Ensemble in Concert

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Friday December 11
Student Piano Recital #7 at the Sherwood
Keyboard Forum at the Sherwood*
ChicagoVOX in Concert

12:00 pm
1:00 pm
7:00 pm

*Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance Credit
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12:00 pm
7:00 pm
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Advising Center
implements new model
with new leadership
» lauren kostiuk
CAMPUS REPORTER

director of
the College Advising Center, has
been promoted to executive director amid changes to the center’s
structure, according to a Nov. 30
emailed announcement from the
Office of the Provost.
“It’s very flattering,” Marth said.
“I am excited for all the changes
we are doing for the school. We are
trying to make it a better place.”
Marth, who has been employed
by Columbia since 2000, will now
work more closely with campus
administrators to implement a
new advising model, along with a
caseload management approach
he said could increase student
retention, boost graduation rates
and strengthen relationships
BRIAN MARTH, FORMER

between the advising staff and
academic departments.
“The challenge we are at now is,
we are really excited to get where
we are going,” Marth said. “It is
going to be a slow change.”
The new advising model will
allow college advisors to work
more closely with students to
clarify graduation requirements
and inform academic departments
as to which students are facing
problems, Marth said. Faculty
advisors will now focus more
on professional mentorship and
career outcomes for students.
This summer, the College
Advising Center transitioned from
reporting to the Office of Student
Success to doing so to the Office of
the Provost under the leadership of
Keri Walters, assistant provost for
Academic Services. The change
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is meant to further integrate the
advising center into the academic
departments, Marth said.
Walters said the change will
benefit students by giving them an
improved level of service and more
clarity, adding that she could not
think of a better person to lead the
change than Marth.
Along with Marth’s promotion,
four new advisors were hired Dec.
7 to fill vacancies in the Advising
Center. The new advisors have not
yet been assigned specific caseloads
because the center is still shifting
responsibilities around, Marth said.
Along with the new advisors,
Alexis Thompson, a 2015 alumna,
was hired as an administrative
assistant and Rachel Horton, a previous college advisor, was promoted
to be the center’s associate director.
Horton will primarily work with
the college’s Satisfactory Academic
Progress Policies and Procedures,
which determine whether a student
is in compliance with the school’s
academic policies.
Will Casey, a college advisor,
said he is excited about the new

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
Brian Marth, executive director of the College Advising Center, works to
centralize the College Advising Center and bring clarity to students.

advising model because it will
make the center more central to
the academic picture. He said he
is thrilled with Marth’s promotion,
saying he is a “genius.”
The Every Advantage for a
Successful Education program,
a proactive system for notifying
the correct members of the college
when a student is exhibiting social,
personal or academic problems,
is also now housed within academic affairs and is under Marth’s
leadership, along with the new
Student Success Collaborative, a
partnership with the Educational

Advisory Board that enables
advisors to implement strategic,
proactive advising campaigns to
target specific student populations
in need of support.
Marth said the long-term goal
is to have a centralized advising
office, more clarity for students
and support to navigate the pathways to graduation.
“It is better for everyone,” Marth
said. “It is better for students when
they leave; it is better for students
who are interested in coming.”
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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Columbia finds creative director
to ‘animate’ Manifest 2016
» carolyn bradley
CAMPUS REPORTER

senior design
major, has been named the creative director of the 2016 Manifest Urban Arts Festival, Columbia’s annual end-of-the-year
showcase celebrating student
work set for May 13, 2016.
The college community
selected Kapson through a collegewide vote that closed Nov. 17.
She will be in charge of implementing the celebration’s visual
theme “animate” into the festival
and increasing recognition of the
event citywide. Ashley Wolfgang,
content coordinator in the Office
of Student Communications, said
Kapson won the contest with a
total of 667 votes.
According to Wolfgang, there
was a voting increase this
year with a total of 1,143 votes,

CASSIDY KAPSON, A

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

compared with 1,058 votes for last
year’s creative director.
Kapson said much of her
work in illustration is visual
problem-solving a nd the

Cassidy Kapson, a senior design major
and creative director of the 2016 Manifest
Urban Arts Festival, said she wants to
“electrify and energize” the focus on students and the vibe of Columbia with the
theme, “animate.”

The Infinite is located one block from the
“Loop U” campuses and is situated just steps from
over 100 restaurants, coffee shops, and stores in
the heart of downtown Chicago.
Students will have the convenience of
walking to class (even in the cold Chicago winters)
and have multiple mass transit lines
at their fingertips.

Infinite offers the best location,
features, and amenities to
South Loop students
chicagoinfinite.com

» Courtesy CASSIDY KAPSON

Kapson said her initial design, shown
here, may change as planning
for Manifest moves forward.

of that. Our students have their
hands in every part of the event.”
Shannon Bourne, assistant
director of Student Activities,
said she thinks this year’s theme
of “animate” is more external
than last year’s theme of “focus.”
“We want to encourage others
to work together within the community,” Bourne said. “[We want
to] animate our campus, animate
our showcases and make it very
lively. I think [this year’s theme]
is more community-oriented.”
cbradley@chroniclemail.com

SURROUND YOURSELF

TOUR THE
COMMUNITY,
LEASE TODAY!

with modern amenities
with a vibrant culture
with historic details

For students looking for student apartments near
Roosevelt University, Columbia College, Robert Morris University,
and Depaul’s downtown campus, and many others, we are in a
prime spot for college commuters.

Fully Furnished & Amenities
• Designer Living Room Furniture
• Stainless Steel Appliances and Quartz
Countertop Kitchen
• Mounted Flat Panel Living Room TV
• In-Unit Washer/Dryer
• Fitness and Health Center
• Professionally Landscaped Rooftop Oasis

communication of concepts
through art. She said a lot of her
classes have focused on having a
solid concept or theme and bringing it through with imagery.
Kapson said she thinks people
will better relate to Manifest’s
artwork if there is a solid concept
and planning behind it.
“The creative energy and the
motivation I see with people in
[Columbia’s] different departments is a unified thing that can
pull through and connect everyone. I have seen such amazing
energy in every area of study,”
Kapson said.
The creative director serves as
the voice and face of each year’s
Manifest festival, Wolfgang said.
“I think [Kapson] will have the
ability to transform this look of
Manifest by using a lot of color
and things she is passionate
about,” Wolfgang said. “Bringing

the college’s passions to life is
really what the creative director’s
role and ability is.”
Julide Belen, a graphic design
assistant for the Office of Student
Communications, said the office
will work closely with Kapson
to apply her vision and designs
throughout the various parts of
the festival.
“[If there is] anything this
year’s creative director might
think of that has never been
thought of before, we are very
open to making that vision come
true,” Belen said.
Kari Sommers, associate dean
of Student Life, said she works
with academic departments and
senior administrators to oversee
Manifest’s production and ensure
it is meeting the goals and objectives of the festival for both students and the institution.
“It is the students’ festival,”
Sommers said. “I think that
is what makes it unique. Most
college festivals are a band and
a couple of amusement rides.
Manifest is the exact antithesis

28 E Jackson Blvd • 2nd Floor
Chicago, IL 60604
312 724 6767
Email
live@chicagoinfinite.com

Only a minute walk from the Harold Washington Library
CTA station, residents have quick access to the brown, orange, pink,
and purple line services. Students who reside in our student
apartment building also appreciate the lively lifestyle of downtown’s
local shops and social activities.

37 W. Van Buren St
Chicago, IL 60605
312-283-3331

SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

Check out the new virtual tour here:
https://tour.lcp360.com/nocache/arc/.
Call our office at 312.283.3331 to inquire
about tour information.
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New procedures to improve
academic review process
» lauren kostiuk
CAMPUS REPORTER

has a clear set
of guidelines for revising existing
academic policies and procedures
and creating new ones.
An Academic Policy Review
Manual has been approved to
address a lack of communication
regarding curriculum and academic policy between the administration and the college’s three
schools, according to Greg FosterRice, an associate professor in the
Photography Department and
president of the Faculty Senate.
The manual, which was
drafted and voted on by the
Faculty Senate and approved by
the Office of the Provost on Nov.
17, took effect immediately and
will be fully implemented in fall
2016 to align with the Strategic
Plan’s implementation.
THE COLLEGE NOW

Stan Wearden, senior vice president and provost, approached the
Faculty Senate’s Academic Affairs
Committee in October 2014 with
a plan to revise the college’s academic review process to articulate and clarify existing policies
and procedures to best serve
students’ interests, according
to Foster-Rice.
Wearden said he wanted to
develop a policy to unify the undergraduate and graduate curricula, as
well as that between the different
schools. He said the manual brings
about effective shared governance
for the college by establishing a uniform and centralized process.
“As provost, it seemed like I
could just make a new policy,
which didn’t seem appropriate,”
Wearden said.
Previously, the college did not
have a clear and centralized process for curriculum and academic

LIKE IT THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
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An Academic Policy Review Manual was approved Nov. 16 by the Faculty Senate
and the Office of the Provost to create a centralized process.

policy procedure, which resulted
in less-than-satisfactory communication between the different
schools, Foster-Rice said.
Following the abrupt elimination of Columbia’s First-Year
Seminar program that resulted in
the termination of seven college
employees during the Spring 2015
Semester, Foster-Rice wrote an
open letter to Wearden on behalf
of the Faculty Senate calling for
“clear, comprehensive guidelines
regarding the elimination of
academic programs.”
Foster-Rice said the manual will
help prevent similar problems by
establishing consistent procedures.
“We were very concerned about
how all that happened, and frankly,
all that happened because there
was no policy,” Foster-Rice said.

Wearden said the manual will
benefit students by strengthening curriculum. Foster-Rice
added that it will improve clarity
and communication for students
about how different schools and
programs are related to each other.
Foster-Rice said students
will now be represented on the
Academic Affairs Committee and
the Graduate Policy Council, two
bodies that review the college’s
curriculum, through the manual.
“We are hoping this will give the
faculty at the table a sense of what
the students’ voice is on these matters, too,” Foster-Rice said.
Alton Miller, an associate professor in the Communication and
Media Innovation Department
and chair of the Senate’s Academic
Affairs Committee, said it was a

TWEET IT @CCCHRONICLE

great opportunity to create a manual that addresses a centralized and
comprehensive process.
“We have created something,
which is significantly evolutionary, but not destructively evolutionary. I think that is what I am
most happy about,” Miller said.
The Senate’s Academic Affairs
Committee received input from the
Senate’s Executive Committee, the
Office of the Provost, department
chairs, deans, associate deans, the
Graduate Policy Council and individual faculty members to include
the most valuable feedback.
Wearden said involving more
people in curriculum policies leads
to the creation of better proposals
and makes it easier to spot duplications of curriculum in the college.
“[The manual] gives a centralized curriculum review that
gets more eyes on a curriculum
proposal,” Wearden said. “If the
proposal is better, curriculum is
better and that means the students
get a better education.”
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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staff member
and alumna of the college’s Creative Writing Department, died
Dec. 1 at the age of 67.
Chakalis died at the Rush
University Medical Center in
Chicago surrounded by her family
after a brief and unexpected illness, said one of her two daughters,
Noola Laguardia.
Chakalis received her bachelor’s degree in 2003 and her
master’s degree in 2006 from the
college’s former Fiction Writing
Department, according to Randy
Albers, an adjunct professor and
chair emeritus in the Creative
Writing Department.
Chakalis began working at
the college in 2000 in a secretarial position in the department
and was later promoted to an
NICOLE CHAKALIS, A

administrative assistant position,
Albers said.
“She took students under her
wing,” Albers said. “We were very
intent on creating a community
that would support the students,
and she made very strong contributions to that effort.”
Albers said one of his favorite
memories of Chakalis was when
she performed one of her stories
at a Story Week event, a series she
worked closely with as part of her
departmental responsibilities.
“[Chakalis] was the epitome of a
hard-working staff person who also
was an artist,” Albers said. “She
was selected by the Second Story
collective to help kick off Story
Week. It was a very funny story
and a very poignant story, and she
did a fantastic performance of it.”
Tony Trigilio, interim chair and
professor of the Creative Writing
Department, said he met Chakalis

» Courtesy NOOLA LAGUARDIA

“She still talked to a lot of people [from the college] every day
on the phone,” Laguardia said.
“[Columbia] was still very much
a part of her world.”
Brian Costello, an adjunct professor in the Creative Writing
Department, said he met Chakalis
in a creative nonfiction writing
class in 2000.
“She had an incredible, cynical
humor, but underneath that façade
was one of the most supportive
people I have met,” Costello said.
“Things I did not see in myself,
she saw.”
Kathie Bergquist, an adjunct
professor in the Creative Writing
Department, agreed that Chakalis
affected her life as well.
“She impacted my life and I
think of all the students, faculty
and staff that have gone through
the department, and what an
impact the work she has done has
played in student and faculty success,” Bergquist said.
Nicole Chakalis worked at the college
for 15 years before leaving in July 2015,
said her daughter, Noola Laguardia.

House of Hookah
www.chicagohookah.com

abreck@chroniclemail.com

your order!

B.Y.O.B. & Open 7 Days A Week!

The dedication that Chakalis
showed to students, faculty and
staff is something that will be
missed, Trigilio said.
“[In the department] we really
feel her loss and we are grieving,”
Trigilio said.
Chakalis embodied the values
of the college and the Creative
Writing Department in her work,
Albers added.
“[Chakalis was] someone who
was passionate about the mission
of this school, passionate about
Columbia, passionate about serving students and passionate about
her writing,” Albers said.
Bergquist said Chakalis will be
remembered as a reliable asset to
the department.
“I do not think anyone would
second-guess that if you really
needed to have something done,
that the person who was really the
boss was [Chakalis],” Bergquist
said. “She could get anything done
and she was always a great person
to have on your side.”

@houseofhookahchicago

607 W. Belmont
Chicago, IL. 60657
(773) 348-1550

(Sit in Customers Only - Limit 1 Coupom Per Group)
Expires May 31, 2016

» arabella breck

during the Creative Writing
Department merger.
“I met her as part of the process
of merging and getting to know the
staff,” Trigilio said. “She helped
make the department and the college the kind of place where the
creative process is honored.”
Chakalis stopped working at
the college in July 2015, but she
remained part of the college community, Laguardia said.

$10 Off

Staff member remembered
for her humor, passion

@hookah_chicago
@ChiHouseHookah

Conveniently located near the Red, Brown, and Purple lines!
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“I think @CNewspeak really has
[their] finger on the pulse of what’s
happening in the administration,”
Maul-Rice said.
Even the college—at least officially—was amused. In response to
the latest “administrative hire,” college spokeswoman Cara Birch said:
“LOL. Excellent #columprehensive
#glocal #synergy,” referring to a
Dec. 3 tweet by the interim dean in
which he announced his creation
of the word “glocal,” meaning “a
synthesis of global and local.”
Len Strazewski, an associate
professor in the Communication
and Media Innovation Department,
said he thought the account was
“hysterically funny.”
“There’s always a little bit of

truth buried among the jokes, but
it’s fun to follow,” Strazewski said.
To some, the Twitter account is
indicative of the college’s climate.
Maul-Rice said she thinks the
account came about because many
employees feel marginalized.
“This kind of comedic relief after
so many times to try and engage
with the administration is just
spot-on,” Maul-Rice said.
Not everyone enjoyed the tweets
as much as Maul-Rice did, though.
Howard Schlossberg, an associate professor in the Communication
and Media Innovation Department,
said he thinks the user responsible for the account is someone who
feels wronged by the college and is
trying to make fun of administrative actions.
“I’m just not seeing the fun in it,”

he said. “If I had a bone to pick with
the administration, that’s not how
I would do it.”
This is not the first time Columbia
has been affiliated with a satirical
social media account. Dan Sinker,
a former professor in the former
Journalism Department, created a
Twitter account parodying Mayor
Rahm Emanuel when he was first
elected and even gained more followers than the real Emanuel. The
account was wildly popular until
Sinker’s identity as the user was
blown by The Atlantic website in
February 2011.
A similar parody overtook the
college’s computer screens in
November 2005 when a teaching
assistant created an animated
video series called “Wacky
Warrick,” mocking Warrick Carter,
Columbia’s president at the time.
As a former member of the
administration, Strazewski said
jokes and remarks about administrative actions should be expected.
He said he thinks a student runs
the account.
“Anything that adds a little levity to the semester is a good thing,”

American Sign Langauge
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Strazewski said. “There is always
a need for comic relief in any institution, certainly at Columbia.”
Along with the slew of comedic
tweets, the interim dean shared
some of their hopes for Columbia in
the interview with The Chronicle.
“[First], I am lobbying to get a
Buffalo Wild Wings in the new
student center, because I am cognizant of how Columbia students

and staff love ‘B-dubz,’” they said.
“[Secondly], I received a postcard
from Warrick Carter today. He is
enjoying his new life working as a
lobbyist in higher education for the
Koch Brothers, delightfully free
of the rigors of telling homeless
students to ‘Shut up!’”
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

CAMPUS
FOCUS GROUP, FROM PAGE 3

said internship opportunities outside the
college could teach students the skills
suggested by the focus group, like taking
constructive criticism and collaborating
with a team.
“We tell students to go in with an open
mind,” Joyce said. “We do emphasize to
them that when they go to an internship
to be readily available to assist in any area
possible and try new things.”
Andrew Peron, a senior business & entrepreneurship major who currently works as
an account manager at UpCity, a marketing
software company, said he learned about
on-the-job skills from his professors who
were currently working in the marketing
field themselves. Peron also said he thinks
there are certain things people need to learn
by doing, not hearing in the classroom.
“There’s definitely wisdom that could be
imparted through those experiences, but
to some degree [it’s] something you have to
be put into to get a feel for,” he said.
He said more real-world application
during classes would help students to
better understand workplace expectations.
“[Learning] what the job world is like, that
could help students a lot more,” he said. “I
think it’s a differentiating factor of how people get hired. Understanding how that kind
of stuff works [is] a whole different world.”
Trevor Kravits, a 2013 theatre alumnus
who has found work as a comedian and as
a teaching artist with various companies,
DIVERSITY, FROM PAGE 4

determine who should chair the committee. He chose Ozuzu—who moderated the
Diversity, Equity and Inclusion online discussions during the Strategic Plan’s input
and feedback phases—because they have
held conversations about diversity since
Kim came to the college in 2013.
“If I announced it in September, I would
have announced it [with] me as the chair,”
he said. “Looking backward, I think that
would have been a big mistake. It would
have made the college feel like, ‘He’s just
going to do what he wants to do.’”
Kim said Ozuzu did not immediately
accept the role as chair. Before saying yes,
Ozuzu said she thought about the importance of making sure diversity was going
to be involved in all aspects of the Strategic
Plan and across the college.
Ozuzu said Kim will continue to participate in the conversation but on an
intermittent basis.
“It is powerful for him to take a step
back as president and bring a committee
of voices from various points of the campus together to then work that out with
an actually engaged multiplicity of voices

said there are several resources for students
to ensure success after college through the
Portfolio Center, and the ability to collaborate with other students, but it is up to the
students to find them.
Kravits said what sets successful
alumni apart from those who struggle is the ability to take criticism and
self-reflect. He also said he saw it was
the students in his theater classes who
did not always receive leading roles who
succeeded because they learned to accept
rejection and work hard.
“You can probably graduate from a lot of
these classes with straight A’s and learn
nothing,” Kravits said. “It’s easy to let the
information come and go. It’s up to you to
take responsibility in your own hands and
learn that.”
While the Strategic Plan already calls
for more opportunities for experiential
learning, Andersen Asif said she thinks
this focus group could affect how the college stresses opportunities for students to
better understand professional standards.
“It’s still good to have that professional
voice to hear what they say, but that has
to be backed by ‘Go out there and see this
in practice,’” Andersen Asif said. “There’s
already a huge experiential component
to Columbia, but the more we can push
students to get out of the classroom and
into these industry settings, the quicker
they’ll learn.”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com

whose access to power is more complex
than having the president in the room,”
Ozuzu said.
The Strategic Plan states that the committee’s first charge is to create a diversity
statement for the college, but Kim and
Ozuzu decided to change the sequence of
the committee’s goals, according to Kim.
Ozuzu said the committee needs to be
engaged with other implementation committees before creating a mission statement so it can understand how diversity is
being discussed in those settings.
“Diversity, equity or inclusion—like
water or electricity—needs to run throughout our system,” she said. “You don’t want
to put it off to the side somewhere where
[it seems like], ‘Oh, if you’ve got an issue
with diversity, equity or inclusion, go
over to that committee.’ It needed to be
something that was deeply integrated. I
wanted to make sure my work as a dean
would be integrated into strategic planning processes at their core, not isolated
in the idea of diversity.”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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ARC Gallery’s new exhibit houses art of the oppressed » ColumbiaChronicle.com

He knows when you’ve
been naughty—Krampus
is coming to town

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

» zoe¨ eitel

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

coal, naughty kids
this Christmas season will face being terrorized by the monster Krampus, thanks
to a holiday production the Strangeloop
Theatre is scheduled to run Dec. 7–8 and
Dec. 14–15.
Maria Burnham, the director of
“Krampus!,” said the production focuses on
a Chicago family who is going on a holiday
vacation to a Wisconsin cabin.
“[The Murray family] take off to this cabin
in the woods, and that’s where they encounter the spirit of Krampus,” Burnham said.
Krampus originates from a German
myth in which the creature was depicted
as having horns, sharp teeth, a long tongue
and cloven hooves. He was the extreme
opposite of Saint Nicholas or Santa Claus
and punished naughty children.
“Sometimes, in the darker legends,
[Krampus would] shove [children] in his
bag and drag them to hell,” Burnham said.
Jaclyn Jensen, one of the playwrights
for “Krampus!,” said Krampus would
often wrap children in chains, whip them
with reeds and tie them up in the original
German tales.
“The story is [the Murrays’] adventure
with whether they’re being naughty or good
how Krampus reacts to that, and how the
family can save themselves,” Jensen said.
A movie adaptation of the Krampus myth
INSTEAD OF RECEIVING

hit theaters Dec. 4, but Jensen said she and
writer Mike Wozniak have been working
on their version for two years and do not
expect the plots to be similar.
“[Wozniak and I] had already almost finished our script when we heard about this
movie,” Jensen said.
Jensen said Wozniak came up with the
idea for the play, which originated from a
line in “It’s the Most Wonderful Time of
the Year” by Andy Williams. The line says,
“There’ll be scary ghost stories and tales of
the glories of Christmases long, long ago.”
She added that Wozniak thought it was
interesting how people used to tell scary
stories around Christmas time.
“I think [the movie] is going to be a great
help for us, because there’s been other
movies about Krampus, but this one is
getting people’s attention more than any
other versions,” Jensen said. “If we had
gone out and tried to tell people about
‘Krampus!,’ we would have spent so much
time trying to get people to understand
what ‘Krampus!’ is. This movie gives people
a frame of reference.”
Jensen said the script of “Krampus!” she
and Wozniak wrote is more campy than
she expects the movie to be.
“I’m excited for [audiences] to get a bit
scared because we do have some spooky
moments and also some funny references to
old horror movies,” Jensen said. “Hopefully,
they will actually get the references.”
Jean Burr is the actress who plays the

“Krampus!” actors performed
a short scene from the play
at Christkindlmarket in Daley
Plaza Dec. 1, next to the
Grand Timber Haus.

character Lauren Murray, one of the
Murray daughters.
“[Lauren] is the spoiled, malcontented
daughter—kind of like the angry teenager
of the family even though she’s a little
older,” Burr said. “She’s stuck living with
her parents, and now she’s being dragged
on to this crazy vacation, and she would
rather just stay home.”
Burnham said anyone who has lived
away from home and then had to go back
for the holidays will connect with the two
daughters who are being driven crazy by
their parents.

Burr said she sees the show as a mix
between a Halloween movie and a
Christmas movie.
“I think people will like the blend of the
campiness you usually see in Christmas
tales with the spookiness you usually see
in Halloween tales,” Burr said.
“Krampus!” is scheduled to run Dec. 7–8
at Mary’s Attic, 5400 N. Clark St., and Dec.
14–15 at Underground Wonder Bar, 710 N.
Clark St. More information and tickets are
available at StrangeloopTheatre.org.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com
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Thursday, Dec. 10

J FERNANDEZ
Empty Bottle
1035 N. Western Ave.
9 p.m.
$10, 21+

» jacob wittich

MANAGING EDITOR

Lady Gaga undeserving of
Woman of the Year Award

W

hen I first learned in September
that Lady Gaga would be honored as Billboard's 2015 Woman
of the Year, I was overcome with joy.
As a long-time "Little Monster"
whose love for the artist dates back
to her career's early days in 2008, I'm
always happy to see Gaga's artistry
and impact on pop culture being recognized. However, I'm not too proud to
admit that I think Gaga's new Woman
of the Year honor was unwarranted.
Billboard Magazine's annual Women
in Music edition, released Dec. 3, praises
Gaga for her record-breaking achievements—many of which occurred in
years prior to 2015—and contributions
to the music industry, offering a timeline of events this year that led to her
being named as Woman of the Year.
Billboard states that Gaga got
engaged to Taylor Kinney in February;
won her sixth Grammy Award for
her Cheek to Cheek album with Tony
Bennett, with whom she embarked on
a tour this year; partnered with Elton
John's AIDS Foundation; released
the song "Til It Happens To You" for a
documentary raising awareness about
sexual assault; starred on FX's hit show
"American Horror Story"; and hosted
the Emotion Revolution Summit at the
Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence
to raise mental health awareness.
While it certainly has been a busy
year for Gaga, many of her achievements
have very little to do with music. Lady
Gaga was named Women in Music's
Woman of the Year without officially
releasing any new material. In fact,
the star's most recent album, Cheek to
Cheek, hasn't appeared on the Billboard
200 chart since its 2014 debut.
A more appropriate time to grant Gaga
the award would have been 2011, when
she influenced social change and broke
records with the release of her album
Born This Way and sold-out world tour.

Monday, Dec. 7

JACK LADDER & THE
DREAMLANDERS
Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$10, 21+

Tuesday, Dec. 8
BILL MACKAY & RYLEY
WALKER
The Hideout
1354 W. Wabansia
9 p.m.
$5

Wednesday, Dec. 9

A more deserving female musician
who truly defined this year in music
is Taylor Swift, who ironically was
named 2014's Woman of the Year
by Billboard, even though her album
1989—Swift's only music release of the
year—had been out for a little more than
a month at the time of her recognition.
It is no secret that Gaga is gearing
up for a major comeback into the
music industry since her latest solo
album, ARTPOP, underperformed
when compared to her previous
albums and was deemed a "flop" by
much of the general public.
From reinventing her sense of fashion
to feature more minimalistic and less
outlandish looks to experimenting with
new styles of music other than electropop,
Gaga has taken a number of actions this
year to rebrand herself as something
more accessible to the general public.
Notching the Woman of the Year recognition is the perfect PR move to set Gaga
up for a successful music release in 2016.
But honors like the Woman of the
Year Award should not be reserved for
providing PR service to artists seeking to improve their image. Instead,
they should be awarded to women
who have actually made significant
achievements in the music industry.
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Friday, Dec. 11
THE ENERGY COMMISSION
The Metro
3730 N. Clark St.
8:30 p.m.
$15, 18+

Saturday, Dec. 12

SHALLOW GRAVES
Subterranean
2011 W. North Ave.
7 p.m.
$8, 17+

Saturday, Dec. 12

JOHNNYSWIM

ECHOES OF POMPEII

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
8 p.m.
$25

Reggies Chicago
2105 S. State St.
8 p.m.
FREE w/RSVP, 17+

FEATURED PHOTO
Tom May, singer and
guitarist of The Menzingers, performed during the
band's show at The Metro
on Nov. 20.

Josh Dun, drummer of
Twenty One Pilots, performed in the band's show
at the Aragon Ballroom on
Dec. 3.

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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audiofile Chicago’s Indian groove Funkadesi turns 19
THE CHRONICLE: How did the group
come together?
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
RAHUL SHARMA: Before it was a professional Chicago-based band, it was a
hicago’s lively music scene is home project idea I had after I graduated from the
to the band Funkadesi, known for University of Michigan. The idea was to mix
its Indian-funk vibes, upbeat dance Indian forms of music with funk music. What
tunes, diverse instruments and title as six- it turned into [has been] magic. Even though
time winner of The Chicago Music Awards. I had big dreams for the band, what it ended
The 10-member group, created by Rahul up becoming was a lot bigger than what I
Sharma, who plays the bass guitar and sitar had dreamed.
in the group, blends Indian-funk with cultural Indian dance music and reggae funk. What is Funkadesi’s music style?
Funkadesi also hosts workshops to teach One way of putting it is doing different
its music, dance and cultural expression strains of Indian music, whether it’s bhangra,
to the public. Usually performing at local Bollywood, classical [or] folk music, and
and national music festivals, Funkadesi has blending it with reggae, funk and Africanrecorded three studio albums and an EP that Caribbean groups.
launched the group’s start in Chicago. The
band performs regularly throughout the city, What is your favorite local venue?
including during Chicago’s SummerDance We currently love City Winery in the South
festival from June through September every Loop. We used to love Hot House—when
year. The band most recently performed at they had the space. It was a lot of fun and in
City Winery Chicago, 1200 W. Randolph the South Loop. But I would say my favorite
St., on Nov. 2.
festivals are at the Jay Pritzker Pavilion [in
The local band just turned 19 and is set Millennium Park].
to perform its anniversary show on Dec. 12
at Mayne Stage, 1328 W. Morse Ave. The What do you like most about performChronicle spoke with Sharma about the ing in Chicago?
band’s beginning, its influence on Chicago’s SummerDance is so much fun because it
music scene and what is next for the group. is a free show—people come out for dance
» ariel parrella-aureli

C

instruction first, and you see everybody from
Chicago there. I will be honest—there is so
much segregation in the city. You’ll go to the
North Side and see only a certain batch of the
audience. SummerDance was great because
you would see everybody at the same show.
The band rarely gets an opportunity to see
the crowd as diverse as the band, and it’s nice
when that happens.

producer and we have laid down some tracks.
We are taking our time with it because we
want to get it right.

Do you have any new material coming
out soon?
Yeah, we are in the middle of recording a new
album. We are in the studio working with the

What makes Funkadesi special?
I feel lucky to be with a bunch of musicians
where we love what we play so much that we
reinvent old songs because there is spontaneous energy onstage. We are constantly
reinterpreting our own material, and when
we do new stuff, it is a lot of fun. My day job
is [as] a clinical psychologist, and I specialize in diversity and cultural competence. I
feel really lucky that the band’s use of music
has become an integral part of us trying to
spread this message that we need to have a
higher sense of belonging to each other in
this day and age. Between the racism and
Islamophobia and sexism and all this stuff,
as human beings we need to really fundamentally have a higher sense of belonging. I
think that’s what people feel when they feel
our energy onstage.

» Courtesy ROB WALTON

Funkadesi will celebrate its 19th anniver‑
sary with an 18‑and‑over show Dec. 12 at
the Mayne Stage in Rogers Park with other
performers, including DJ WARP.

Where else have you performed?
We have played in lots of places [and] festivals around North America. We even did a
wedding in Montego Bay, Jamaica, which
was crazy.

aparrella@chroniclemail.com

Songs to warm the soul
» arabella breck

Coffee

The Dreamer

All I Want

Passion Pit

Family Tree

YOUTH

Troye Sivan

Let It Rain

Drive

Oh Wonder

Brother

Coloring

Kevin Garrett
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Tallest Man on Earth

Hours (Teen Daze Remix)
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Miguel

» mckayla braid

» evan bell

» ariel parrella-aureli
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St Germain
Mat Kearney
The Organ
Tycho

Sean Paul

Temperature
Thought It Was a Drought
Sunset
Summer Madness
Jazz (We’ve Got)

Staff Playlist

Future

Burnin’ Up
Hot in Herre

Jonas Brothers
Nelly

The Internet

This Is Why I’m Hot

MIMS

Kool & The Gang

Drop It Like It’s Hot

Snoop Dogg

A Tribe Called Quest

The Heat Is On

Glenn Frey
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Rebirth makes people feel sexy in their own skin
» Courtesy IAMKIAM STUDIOS

» Courtesy NINA LITOFF

Rebirth Garments is a clothing line created by Sky Cubacub to make people feel more comfortable with who they are. The line includes apparel for transgender or gender nonconforming people as well as
disabled people, but Cubacub said anyone is welcome to wear the company’s clothing.
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

are gender nonconforming, finding clothing that
fits properly and makes them feel
comfortable can be difficult. To
help, Sky Cubacub created the
Rebirth Garments clothing line.
FOR PEOPLE WHO

Cubacub said they created two
sides of Rebirth Garments for
“queercrip” people—one for those
who identify as gender nonconforming or nonbinary and the
other for disabled people.
Cubacub said Rebirth tailors
everything to the specific person,
and spoke to a variety of people

before the line debuted to see how
they felt about it.
“The more I talked about my line,
the more people were like, ‘I had no
idea anyone would ever care about
how I feel in my clothing, or if I feel
sexy or not,’” Cubacub said.
Emily Hodshire, sophomore
cultural studies major and

political chair of Common Ground,
Columbia’s LGBT student organization, said custom-made clothing like that sold through Rebirth
Garments is important to gender
nonconforming people.
“[It’s important] to have one
thing that’s yours because you’re
an individual, and you’re not just a

number,” Hodshire said. “You have
this one thing or a few things
customized to you, so not only
is your gender yours, but your
clothes are as well.”
Cubacub started making
clothes for disabled people by
making drool cloths for a cousin
with multiple disabilities.

SEE REBIRTH, PAGE 26

» zoe¨ eitel
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FRIDAY DECEMBER 18 / 9PM / 18+
KILL HANNAH’S FINAL SHOWS:
NEW HEART FOR X-MAS 10
DEEP CUTS AND FAN FAVORITES

KILL HANNAH

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 5 / 8PM / 18+
SHOESHINE BOY PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

SNEEZY

SHINY TOY GUNS

OD JO / PO’ BOY SPECIAL
DISAPPOINTMENTS / PJ & BASS

SATURDAY JANUARY 9 / 6PM / AA

THURSDAY FEBRUARY 25 / 8:30PM / 18+

OVRLORD WELCOMES

KIRK KNIGHT

ALEX WILEY / HURT
EVERYBODY / ALLAN KINGDOM
LOGAN + MORE
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WOLFMOTHER
FRIDAY MARCH 11 / 8PM / AA

DAUGHTER

FRIDAY MARCH 25 / 8PM / AA

JUDAH AND THE
LION
WEDNESDAY APRIL 6 / 8PM / 18+

JUNIOR BOYS
JESSY LANZA / BORYS

THURSDAY APRIL 7 / 9PM / 18+

SAVAGES
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‘Zero Weeks’ film tackles lack of
paid family leave in US
Medical Leave Act, which only
covers a small percentage of workers, with many in the workforce
“ZERO WEEKS,” A DOCUMENTARY still
falling through the cracks.
seeking funding through KickThe FMLA provides 12 weeks
starter and set for a 2017 release, of unpaid leave, but this leave is
takes its title from the lack of paid only available to workers whose
family leave in the United States. workplaces employ 50 or more
Director Ky Dickens said the employees in a 75-mile radius,
problem is greater than paid have worked for their company
parental leave and extends to for at least 12 months and have
caring for more than just children. accrued 1,250 worked hours
“A common misconception is within that year.
that paid family leave only deals
Dickens said when it comes to
with new mothers,” Dickens said. leave, the United States is signifi“Paid leave is comprehensive of cantly behind many nations. She
almost every American.”
added that the only other country
Dickens added that paid family that does not provide paid family
leave encompasses care for one’s leave is the Pacific island nation
own health, the health of an aging of Papua New Guinea. Countries
parent, or a sibling who is in dire such as Iran, that America prides
need of care.
itself in being more progressive
The current legislation dealing than, are in fact ahead of the U.S.
with family leave is the Family in this respect, she said.
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

“[Paid family leave] may seem
like a luxury or benefit,” Dickens
said. “It’s actually a necessity that
only here is something we consider
light [or unnecessary].”
Dickens said the film will work
to avoid bias by taking into account
stories from many sources, including mothers whose health has been
affected by rapid reintroduction
to the workforce, and people who
cannot afford to take time off to
help care for their parents.
She said small business owners
also largely support paid family
leave but cannot afford it. For
that reason, Dickens said the
filmmakers are talking to government officials such as Secretary
of Labor Thomas Perez and Rep.
Rosa DeLauro (D-CT), who co-authored The Family And Medical
Insurance Leave Act, which proposes a system in which employers

¨ HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
» ZOE
and employees pay a small percentage, 0.2 percent each, into a
leave fund.
In an effort to bring the issue to
the forefront of political thought
and pass federal legislation,

SEE ZERO, PAGE 26

» frank enyart

Dickens said the film is coordinating with grassroots groups
in various states to help inform
and inspire the 47 states that do
not offer any sort of paid leave
to pass legislation.

Call for viewings : 312-461-9707
or stop in the South Loop Club
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The gold and white color
scheme, seen in rooms
throughout the ninth
floor, is accentuated by
the natural light in its
now-vacant offices.

Columbia’s
empty rooms
hold iconic history
Building, located at 820
S. Michigan Ave., was built in 1972 as the hub for
the famous Ebony and Jet magazines. At the time,
it was the first major downtown building built by
an African American—John H. Johnson, Ebony’s
founder—according to Columbia’s website.
The former headquarters, created and designed
in classic ‘70s fashion, acts as a time capsule for the
now-retro style it details within its walls.
The college purchased the building from the
Johnson family in 2010. While several ideas for the
building have been discussed—including a new library
and a possible space for the upcoming student center—
the building remains unused. The top floor, formerly
the domain of editor-publisher Johnson, remains
completely untouched—belongings and all—and is
off limits.
The Chronicle received access to the 11-story building to document the building’s now vacant rooms as
they once were before any possible plans to change
the building are implemented.

The building’s 10th
floor was entirely devo
ed to its vibrant cafeteria, where employees
could enjoy $1 lunches.

THE JOHNSON PUBLISHING

The conference room, locat
floor, featured a boat-shaped
electronic curtains and retra

mbennett@chroniclemail.com

An abandoned computer room
located on the fifth floor of the
Johnson Publishing Building
was used to connect with the
other Ebony, Jet, Black Start
and Black World offices located in Washington D.C. and New
York City in the early ‘70s.
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» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE

A blue-covered office locate
housed information used by

FEATURE

ot-

s
.

» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

ted in the center of the ninth
d design and was equipped with
actable projection screens.

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

ed on the fifth floor once
y company advertisers.

Known as one of the building’s most unique spaces, the office of Ebony’s former fashion director
Eunice W. Johnson has stayed intact along with most of its original furniture. Johnson, who was
also the wife of the magazine’s editor-publisher, founded and directed the Ebony Fashion Fair,
which ran for nearly 60 years before her death in 2010.

Story by Megan Bennett
Design by Zoë Haworth
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CALL TO ASK ABOUT OUR CURRENT LEASING SPECIAL

(312) 850-1234
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WHAT WARM WEATHER CLOTHES
DO YOU MISS IN WINTER?

Dianna Ricotta
senior design major

Jeremiah Morales
junior music major

“Sundresses.”

Brianna Gatch
junior creative
writing major

“I normally wear short shorts
and socks with crazy patterns.”

“Skirts.
Absolutely
skirts.”
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` Vu’
Second City’s ‘Dejá
pokes fun at millennials
» ariel parrella-aureli

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

intuition to guide
people’s experiences and mistakes to make people grow is the
driving theme of Second City’s
104th Mainstage Revue, “Fool
Me Twice, Dèjá Vu,” which officially opened Dec. 2 at Second
City’s MainStage Theater, 1616
N. Wells St.
The comedy sketch show,
directed by Jeff Award-winning
Director Ryan Bernier, is written and performed by seasoned
cast members Chelsea Devantez,
Paul Jurewicz and Daniel
Strauss, and newcomers Sarah
Shook, Rashawn Nadine Scott
and Jamison Webb. The six who
comprise the ensemble welcomed
many laughs from a capacity
crowd at the show’s press preview
on Dec. 1.
Devantez, one of the creators
and performers of “Fool Me Twice,
Dèjá Vu,” said the production
stands out as a fast-paced show
with mind tricks and political satire that pokes fun at millennials,
although most of the cast members
are millennials, including herself.
“All this crap of what millennials are like and if we are good or
THE POWER OF

bad—it’s nonsense,” Devantez said.
Devantez said the show’s theme
about intuition and regrets resonates with her own life. Despite
her deja vu moments and thinking
she could always do better, she
“lives happily with regrets” in the
sense that it makes people grow
from their mistakes.
“I’ve never grown from a standing ovation—you grow from crickets,” she said.
Sarah Shook, also part of the
ensemble, said the scenes are
relatable to her life. She said the
cast used personal experiences
to create mini stories in two acts.
“Our own life influences a lot of
what we do [onstage],” Shook said.
“It may not be word for word what
we experienced, but it’s definitely
exaggerations of things that happened in our lives.”
“Fool Me Twice, Dèjá Vu” is
Shook’s first mainstage show at
Second City and she said creating the show with the cast was a
valuable experience.
“Everyone there is so funny
[and] strong improvisers,” she
said. “There are a lot of pieces
we all workshopped together and
helped write.”
Preston Cropp, a Chicago resident, complimented the cast

for working seamlessly together,
which was clear to him when he
attended the opening performance
Dec. 2.
Cropp said he loved the concepts
of time travel and how the second act repeated scenes from the
first act but with different jokes,
showing how dèjá vu moments can
affect the decisions people make—
tying back to the show’s theme.
“I thought they were spot on
[with] the perception of millennials,” Cropp said, but added that they
were not necessarily accurate, like
a sketch that joked about millennials being all about “me, me, me.”
Shook said the second act
deconstructs the first act, which
director Ryan Bernier said is an
important metaphor representing
the feeling of devastation and displacement the cast felt when the
Second City’s theater went ablaze
on Aug. 27.
Bernier said the cast wanted to
allude to greater themes that could
encompass the fire and speak to
something bigger. He said he
received mixed reviews from the
audience about the metaphor.
“Some people were like, ‘You
burnt down the second act and
then rebuilt it from scratch,’”
Bernier said. “That metaphor
could be as on-the-nose as you
want to take it.”
He said he is lucky to be working
with performers he considers to be
the best people in the city.

“When Second City puts an
ensemble together, it’s like an
embarrassment of riches in talent,” Bernier said. “I’m directing
the show, but they are generating
the material—it’s kind of like a nice
dance that way.”
Shook said the chance to be part
of the show was a sign she should
stay in Chicago.
“I was actually planning to move
to [Los Angeles], and then they
offered me this job,” Shook said.
She added that the show has
made her evaluate the decisions
affecting her life’s direction, which
she said everyone can relate to.
“It’s crazy—thinking how my
reality would have changed if I had
picked a different road,” she said.

Devantez said the cast started
working on the show the day after
the fire, and she remembers thinking
they might lose the theater as they
watched it from across the street.
“Second City has changed my
life—it has been everything to
me,” Devantez said. “Once we
started creating the show, I felt
really lucky to be back. This theater is something special for a lot
of people in the city, and having a
show—having a theater—is everything right now.”
“Fool Me Twice, Dèjá Vu” has an
open run and plays eight times a
week. For showtimes and tickets,
visit SecondCity.com.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
» Courtesy SECOND CITY

Second City’s “Fool Me Twice, Dèjá Vu” comedy show is a compilation of short
sketches written by the cast that brings to light misconceptions of millennials.
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Recipe

Snickers

©

holiday salad
» jordan watkins
METRO REPORTER

is the only time I
ever get excited about a salad. Snickers
salad is a holiday favorite in my family.
It is simple—almost too simple—but that
makes it the perfect dish for a college
student to prepare quickly for a holiday
gathering or a sweet snack with friends.
I don’t eat much candy, but Snickers
bars are among my favorites. The blend
of chocolate, caramel and peanuts makes
for a pretty good treat itself, but chop them
up with apples and a few other ingredients,
and you are sure to have a crowd pleaser.

COOKING THIS RECIPE

jwatkins@chroniclemail.com

ARTS & CULTURE
INGREDIENTS:

3 apples of your choice
3 full-sized Snickers bars
1 5-ounce box of vanilla pudding mix
1 container of Cool Whip
Caramel dessert topping

DIRECTIONS:

1. Mix the Cool Whip and vanilla pudding mix in a medium
or large bowl. Mix it well so
people don’t taste the powdery
pudding mix.
2. Chop up the apples and
Snickers bars into small
squares—about the size of a
sugar cube. Do not use the
apple core.
3. Pour the chopped apples
and Snickers pieces into the
bowl and mix it all together.
4. Chill for a few hours before
serving, and add caramel
topping when served. The
caramel is for flavor.

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
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REBIRTH, FROM PAGE 17

fenyart@chroniclemail.com

“I had the idea for two separate
lines, but the more I thought about
it, the more it made sense they
should be together,” Cubacub said.
The Rebirth Garments line features items such as prosthetic or
brace covers and thigh-highs that
resemble a mermaid tail for people
in wheelchairs.
“I have some thigh highs I custom fit to people’s feet,” Cubacub
said. “I’ve created these for my
friend who has two toes on each
foot. I traced her feet and made
a pattern so she could have these
thigh highs that fit her feet exactly.”
Cubacub also creates things
like packers, used to affirm one’s
gender by giving the appearance
of a “bulge” in their pants, and safe
binders, used to flatten chests.
“I have a packer made out of
chainmaille,” Cubacub said. “I
prefer making more sculptural
ones because there are already
ones that are realistic. I prefer to
have something that’s not based on
human [anatomy] at all.”
Cubacub explained safe binders

and upsetting because people
are pressed into a category,” said
Marsden Watson, a sophomore
advertising major.
Hodshire said they hope nonbinary people will receive greater
representation in the media to
spark the creation of more clothing
that caters beyond the binaries.

» Courtesy IAMKIAM STUDIOS

However, Dickens added that the
funding for the film has been difficult to come by. As of press time,
the film’s Kickstarter campaign
ending Dec. 22 has raised $21,724
of its $75,000 goal.
Even with funding yet to be
secured, Dickens said she has
“inner peace” that the funding will
come. She also said the production team would apply for grants
in February for supplementary
funding for “Zero Weeks.”
“I’m very confident the film will
get the funding,” Dickens said.
“Once people hear about it, they’re
like, ‘Oh that has to get made.’”
Dickens said the White House
Council on Women and Girls and
the Department of Labor are supportive of “Zero Weeks,” and have
been in contact with the filmmakers to help their efforts.
“We’re still strategizing every
second of every day,” Dickens said.
“It’s just a financial nightmare for
indie films.”

tend to not be easily accessible for
those who are under 18 because
they are mostly sold in adult toy
shops or online where credit cards
are required.
“For anyone who’s along the
spectrum [of being gender nonconforming], clothing shopping can
be very stressful, overwhelming

Sky Cubacub said Rebirth Garments was created because they had a difficult
time finding gender-affirming clothes in high school.

“IT’S SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL!”

“Hopefully, [nonbinary clothing lines] will make the fashion
industry more conscious about
the people they serve,” Hodshire
said. “Instead of just having
women’s and men’s departments,
it would be varied. Clothes would
just be clothes.”
For transgender or nonbinary
people, it is hard to wear clothing
that was not made for the sex they
were assigned to at birth because
it often does not fit right in places,
which can feel like a rejection,
Watson said.
“I’m hoping [the fashion industry] will sway in the direction of
being much more inclusive of all
types of people,” Watson said.
“Right now, there’s definitely a
common idea that being anything
but a binary gender is a trend, and
I hope in time people will realize
it’s not a trend—it’s people’s lives.”
Cubacub sells Rebirth Garments
online through Etsy, and more
information is available on
their website RadicalVisibility.
WordPress.com.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

YOU AND A
GUEST ARE
INVITED TO
A SPECIAL
ADVANCE
SCREENING

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 8
8:00PM
STOP BY THE COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE OFFICES
33 EAST CONGRESS, SUITE 224,
CHICAGO, IL 60605

TO GET A PASS FOR TWO
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
RATED PG-13 FOR INTENSE SEQUENCES OF ACTION AND PERIL, BRIEF STARTLING VIOLENCE, AND THEMATIC MATERIAL.
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College Chicago students with a valid student ID, staff, and faculty only and are distributed at the discretion of the promotional partner. Those that have received a screening pass
or promotional prize within the last 90 days are not eligible. Please note: passes are limited and will be distributed on a first come, first served basis while supplies last. No phone calls, please. Limit one pass per person.
Each pass admits two. Seating is not guaranteed. Arrive early. Theater is not responsible for overbooking. This screening will be monitored for unauthorized recording. By attending, you agree not to bring any audio or video
recording device into the theater (audio recording devices for credentialed press excepted) and consent to a physical search of your belongings and person. Any attempted use of recording devices will result in immediate
removal from the theater, forfeiture, and may subject you to criminal and civil liability. Please allow additional time for heightened security. You can assist us by leaving all nonessential bags at home or in your vehicle.

|

| 800-775-2000

Tickets available at all Broadway In Chicago box offices and Ticketmaster retail locations | Groups 10+ 312-977-1710 | www.BeautifulOnBroadway.com

Photo: Joan Marcus

BEGINS DECEMBER 1

IN THEATERS DECEMBER 11

InTheHeartoftheSeaMovie.com #InTheHeartoftheSea Soundtrack Available Now.
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top
our staff’s
top 5 picks:

video & blog
reviews

Video: “Adele Hello | Tensecond songs, 25style cover”
If you’ve been playing Adele’s hit
song “Hello” on repeat, there is
a cover by YouTube star Anthony Vincent worth checking out.
Vincent performs “Hello” in 25
different styles including the
voices of Backstreet Boys, Green
Day and Lil Wayne. His video has
received more than 3.3 million
views within a week of its release.

Blog: “Book Riot”
There is no reason to read a bad
book with Book Riot at your
service. The blog offers reviews of
all sorts for any type of book, organized by genre, and ensures you
never get stuck with something
you didn’t want to read. This site
has a community of readers and
bibliophiles that will recommend
new novels and reminisce about
old ones—everyone is connected
through their love of stories.

ARTS & CULTURE

reasons anime
is my girlfriend

office
colin-isms

things i can’t
leave trader
joe’s without

» alex aghayere

» colin king

» zoe¨ haworth

We have a long-term love:

“Awesomundo”:

Cheese tortellini:

Anime has been a large part of my life
since I was a kid. It has taught me a lot
about art and influenced the art I make.
My love for it has also developed into a realistic career path, with the hopes of turning my graphic novel “Grim Genesis” into
an anime.

This word accidentally popped out one
day when someone told me they were at
a graphic checkpoint in the page rotation. “Awesomundo” is way too outdated and never should have been dated in
the first place, but somehow I let it slip,
proudly embarrassing myself in front of
many people.

I’m not very adventurous when it comes
to preparing meals. I’m not sure if it’s because I’m lazy or if I’m afraid of burning
down the apartment, but Trader Joe’s
tortellini is so easy to make and tastes
great, so it’s my go-to for dinner. Sometimes, I get fancy and add chicken.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Anime doesn’t mind staying in on
Saturdays:

“Give ‘em the ol’ drop cap”:

Sometimes I’m not trying to be outside
and live real life, and anime understands
that. We have this relationship where we
just sit in my room and enjoy each other’s company. I never get this bonding
time with anyone else, so I like to make it
special and order a pizza or eat a couple
sleeves of Oreos; you know—the classics.

With my Southern drawl, this phrase is
a response to coworkers when they ask
how the first paragraph should be styled.
Some articles require a large first letter,
which is called a drop cap, at the beginning of the first sentence that dips into
the next three lines. Coworkers pay rapt
attention when I say this.

It drives off the lames:

“Good beans, shugah jeans”:

There is a lot of stigma around liking anime. It can make it hard to connect with
people, and I love that. If judging me for
my love of anime is a thing you subscribe
to, then thanks because you’ve made not
knowing you all that much easier for me.

Deriving from Colin King translation, this phrase originated from “cool
beans,” but the “cool” was dying out so
I refreshed it with “good.” By a slightly
poetic twist, I updated my translation a
few months later to, “shugah jeans.” It received more laughs.

It is storytelling at its best:
Some of the narratives I’ve seen in an anime blow all these Hollywood movies out
of the water. There is a lot of complexity
in many different ways, and I find it really
beautiful.
Anime is a great traveling partner:
If you know me, you would know my
large disdain for Metra trains. Recently, however, I’ve realized how enjoyable
watching an anime on the train can be.
It’s a great time killer too.
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“What’s your extension?”:
There are phones at every desk and
the office is only 72 feet wide, so there
shouldn’t be too many reasons to use this
phrase, but it brings up two points. One,
everyone hears everything and because
of reason No. 1, I don’t like to impose private conversations on other people. So,
what’s your extension?
“You know what they say”:
You know what they say.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Hash browns:
The only reason I would ever go to McDonald’s nowadays is for hash browns,
but Trader Joe’s gets rid of that problem.
Trader Joe’s hash browns look and taste
exactly like McDonalds’, but I like to
think they’re healthier because I’m making them in my own home.
Pretzel bread:
At 99 cents a loaf, there’s no way I could
pass this up on my weekly trip to Trader
Joe’s. It gets moldy pretty quickly so you
have to eat it within the first two or three
days, but it’s a great complement to that
cheese tortellini.
Milk chocolate-covered pretzels:
These have been a must-have for me
ever since I came to Columbia. I honestly can’t remember ever not buying them.
I like to put them in the freezer and eat
them as a snack throughout the day or
after dinner.
Apple juice:
OK, I swear I’m not 5 years old, but Trader Joe’s has the best apple juice around.
We always had it around my house when
I was growing up, and there’s not another
brand I can drink now. It’s so refreshing.
I like always having it around.

reviews
app

“twist”

screen

“south park”
s19e9 “truth
and advertising”
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scale

music

“born again
teen” by lucius

random

my dad’s emails

» frank enyart

» selena cotte
COPY EDITOR

SENIOR PHOTO EDITOR

» lou foglia

» lauren kostiuk

I downloaded this game because I
needed something to pass the time
on my commute home. Unfortunately, I found the game play extremely
frustrating. The point of the game is
to seamlessly jump from box to box
without falling off. However, with the
increasing speed, awkward shadows
and constantly changing box sizes, it’s
almost impossible to win.

The penultimate episode of season 19
further ties themes addressed in earlier episodes in typical “South Park” fashion—by making a point out of a bunch
of jokes. This season focuses on the
relationship between people and the
media, and while not the strongest, this
episode is a necessary moment in the
plot in which several characters realize
their town has been taken over by ads.

Talented vocal duo Lucius released its
newest single, “Born Again Teen,” Dec.
3, along with a preorder of its upcoming
second album, Good Grief, due in March
of 2016. “Born Again Teen” moves and
grooves. It’s different than most songs
produced by the band–but that’s OK.
Lucius could be on the verge of something new. I’m excited for accompanying tracks in March.

Every day I receive glorious emails
from my dad about the current events
happening around the world. Who
needs Twitter or Facebook when you
have Mike Kostiuk on the case? The
emails range from topics about gun
violence, racial tension and women’s
rights. We even occasionally engage
in serious email debates, especially
when the articles are from Fox News.

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

app

“wish”

screen

“the intern”

music

CAMPUS REPORTER

random

village party 2:
heaven’s gate by
alex wiley

red line
conductor

» zoe¨ eitel

» katlyn tolly

» evan bell

» megan bennett

I actually love this shopping app, but
there are a few problems. Shipping for
each item is separate, so you end up paying more than you expect. It also takes
about a month to receive your items,
and some people said in the reviews
they never got some of the stuff they ordered. However, as long as I check the
reviews beforehand, it’s cheap enough
to keep me shopping there, especially
for Christmas presents.

“The Intern,” released on DVD Dec. 29,
is a heartfelt comedy about a 70-yearold widower, played by Robert De Niro,
after he realizes retirement isn’t as
great as he thought it would be. De Niro
finds himself applying for an intern
position for an online fashion company run by Anne Hathaway, in which
the two form a friend-like bond. This
movie is witty, tasteful and perfect for
rom-com lovers.

Chicago-native Alex Wiley delivers
another strong project in Village Party 2: Heaven’s Gate. Wiley’s lyricism is
prevalent on this project and is one of
the strongest elements on the album.
It includes features from local heavyweights like Chance The Rapper and
Twista. Wiley also garnered features
from Calez as well as Hippie Sabotage.
It’s definitely worth a listen if you’re
into a more relaxed hip-hop sound.

“Passengers, please stand behind the
blue line. That’s CTA for ‘back that
thang up.’” This phrase made me fall
in love with the nameless Red Line
conductor that I have the pleasure of
riding with whenever I catch the train
between 9–9:30 a.m. Not only do his
jokes kill, but he tells me to stay in
school and to keep smiling every day.
Technically, he tells the entire train,
but it seems like a personal message.

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
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OPINIONS
editorial

Focus group demonstrates
how college can improve

O

n Nov. 4, the college brought in
a focus group of nine recruiters
and managers from various
professions who hire Columbia students
and alumni, as reported on Page 3. The
participating employers answered a
range of questions about the students’
performance and skills in the workplace.
Most of the responses were negative.
Feedback from the focus group said
Columbia students are “too self-absorbed” and “can’t take constructive
criticism.” One employer said students
“think of themselves as too unique and
have an attitude of uniqueness.” The
general consensus was that students
lacked basic workplace skills, such as
being able to send an email or follow
basic instructions. Deborah Maue, vice
president of Strategic & Marketing

Communications, distributed the
focus group results to administrators
via email on Nov. 12, inviting them to
share the email freely with others.
The results were clear. This diverse
group of employers did not consider
Columbia students to be the best
additions to their offices. Several
employers said that the University
of Michigan, Indiana University and
Purdue University students were more
skilled and successful as employees.
It is obvious those large universities
offer different curricula than Columbia.
Many students are attracted to Columbia
because it intentionally departs from a
traditional university education. However,
the college can offer its unique, specialized arts and media education while still
preparing students to be competitive
editorial

Education bill should aid
disadvantaged students

S

ince George W. Bush signed the
No Child Left Behind Act of 2001
into law, it has been heavily criticized by teachers, education leaders
and parents for overtesting students,
limiting teachers’ freedom to modify
curricula and inadequately measuring
student success. Lawmakers hope to
revise NCLB through the Every Student
Succeeds Act, released on Nov. 30.
The House of Representatives and the
Senate will vote on the Every Student
Succeeds Act, an amended version
of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965, in December. If

both chambers of Congress pass the
bill, it could reach President Barack
Obama before the end of 2015.
NCLB was unpopular among educators, and the law was not as effective
as lawmakers thought it would be. A
2009 study by the National Bureau of
Economic Research found that NCLB
increased proficiency in math, while
student reading skills did not improve.
According to an analysis published in
the June 2012 edition of Educational
Evaluation and Policy Analysis, the
overall achievement gap narrowed.
The current version of the bill requires
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and competent graduates. Columbia may
have a positive reputation among some
employers, but the focus group’s feedback
demonstrates more should be done.
The college’s five-year Strategic Plan
includes elements that could contribute
to workplace readiness, such as requiring internships and more collaborative
learning across majors. The Strategic
Plan also encourages weaving business
and entrepreneurial education into
every major’s program to ensure students learn the basic skills necessary
to thrive in a professional environment.
However, more can be done with the
current curriculum to prepare students
for success after college. Practicum
courses allow students to learn about
being a professional, which can allow
students to succeed after graduation and represent Columbia well.
However, professors can only teach so
many skills. Students should also take
the initiative to learn how to become
sought-after and accomplished employees. The focus group’s concerns were
straightforward. One manager said
students need to learn how to “shake a
hand [and] how to eat,” while another
said students should learn to dress
appropriately. The Portfolio Center
offers seminars and workshops, such

as “tWork: Transition from College to
Work,” to equip students with the skills
necessary to gain employment. However,
these workshops are not mandatory.
Sheltering students from harsh
feedback is counterproductive. The
college should release the results
of the focus group so students can
be better informed on how they can
improve. Coddling students only produces the type of employee that the
focus group does not find successful.
One of the focus group participants
said Columbia students could not take
constructive criticism. This is an excellent opportunity for students to learn
how to do just that. Students would be
more receptive to feedback about professional success if it were relayed from
employers rather than professors because
it comes straight from the workplace.
The feedback can be used to better
equip students, improve the college’s
curriculum and produce skilled
graduates who can positively represent Columbia in the professional
community. Informing students of
the focus group results might hurt
some feelings. However, the college
can work with students to provide a
well-rounded education that prepares
graduates for the professional world.

schools to break down standardized test
scores by “subgroups” of race, Englishproficiency, special education and economic background. This measure should
enable states to identify which groups and
programs most need additional assistance.
However, the bill does not set specific
requirements to hold states and school
districts accountable if they fail to help
at-risk students. According to a Dec. 2 Vox
article, only 29 states had methods to hold
schools accountable for the performance
of students from economically disadvantaged communities. NCLB pressured the
21 states that previously did not measure
the success of minority or poor students,
according to the article. Without NCLB,
it is un clear if those states will prioritize helping disadvantaged students.
NCLB instituted ambitious national
goals for public schools, such as 100
percent proficiency in reading and math
by 2014, which were not met. The Every

Student Succeeds Act strives to return
goal-making to individual states, as they
would know which goals are obtainable for
each school district. States and school districts would also be responsible for the outcomes facing failing schools rather than
the Department of Education. States are
required to design their own accountability systems, using measures such as test
scores, graduation rates and teacher evaluations conducted by the school district.
The bill’s objective is to address the
issues of accountability through modes
other than standardized tests. Students
third- through eighth-grade would still be
required to take annual tests in reading
and math, as well as once during high
school. Giving states and school districts
more control through the Every Student
Succeeds Act is a positive step, but the bill
should be clearer about how failing schools,
ineffective education systems and the most
at-risk students will benefit in the long run.

Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page
2, you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us
hear from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board

OPINIONS
letter to the editor

Response to coverage of
the cancellation of Story Week

L

et me start by saying I have no beef
with Courtney Zellars; she’s a good
writer and an excellent addition
to the Fiction MFA program; however,
in her letter to the editor (Response to
coverage of Story Week, Nov. 30) which
was a response to The Columbia Chronicle
story from the week before (Nov. 23) about
there being no Story Week this school
year, there were a few of her statements
that I feel compelled to respond to.
Courtney questioned my observation
that appeared in the Nov. 23 article that
the reading series the Department of
Creative Writing has presented this year
does not have, “the width and breadth” of
Story Week. Courtney wrote: “This is true
in that [the current reading series] doesn’t
allow people to connect and engage with
the city as much since all the events are
held on campus. But other than that, the
same opportunities are still presented.”

Not true. Story Week 2015, as in years
past, offered students a lot more than
opportunities to engage the city—not
that there’s anything wrong with that.
For instance, in addition to presenting a publishing panel of experts, this
year’s SW presented six “Publishing
Bootcamps,” 45-minute sessions
conducted by a professional editor,
agent, or publisher. The bootcamps
were: Making Books in the Midwest,
Editing/Acquisitions, the literary
agent/author process, reviewing
books, book publishing [and] social
media in regards to book promotion.
Per usual for Story Week, there was an
undergraduate open mic and a graduate
student reading, the latter organized
by an MFA Fiction graduate student.
All this, in addition to nine other
events—readings, conversations, panels—
that covered a wide range of literary forms

editorial cartoon
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and issues that included Sci-Fi/Fantasy,
Memoir and Fiction, Fighting Violence,
Young Adult Fiction, Turning Issues Into
Story, and Playwriting. And of course,
there were the festival’s signature events,
the 2nd Story reading/music event at
Martyrs’, Chicago Classics at the Cultural
Center, and the Literary Rock & Roll
show at Metro, which this year included
a tribute to the late Frankie Knuckles,
“the godfather” of Chicago house music.
In all, the SW 2015 lineup numbered
more than 60 featured guests, among them
Chris Abani, Edwidge Danticat, Samantha
Irby, Mitchell S. Jackson, Marlon James,
Audrey Neffenegger and Regina Taylor.
This was the width and breadth I was
referring to. Courtney also stated that
Story Week “should seek to meet the
needs of undergraduate and graduate
students.” I don’t see how exposing
creative writing students to the talent
and wisdom of an abundance of writers,
editors, publishers, playwrights and
agents is not meeting students’ needs.
A lot of the crucial work that goes into
putting on something like Story Week
involves stuff graduate students don’t
know how to do or shouldn’t be doing:
Negotiating with hotels for the best rates
for visiting artists for instance, booking
and coordinating events with venues,
publishers and performers, handling W-9
forms for featured guest honorariums,
negotiating with literary agents, creating an Ad Plan, handling the 100-some
invoices the event produces, handling
certificates of liability insurance documents for venues and copy editing numerous PR documents on tight deadlines.
Story Week was the second-largest
literary festival in Chicago after Printer’s
Row. Giving tasks to creative writing grad
students that they don’t how to do would
have been of no help to anybody; and
there was no time for on-the-job-training. You need staff and/or professional

outside help to handle the sorts of things
listed above. This year, with the Creative
Writing Department down to two staff
people after the lay-offs of this past
summer, our two-person team has all
it can handle with the day-in, day-out
logistics of a three-program department.
I understand that this school year
all of Columbia’s academic programs
are operating under reduced budgetary
circumstances, and the organizers of the
department author series did the best they
could under those constraints. The new
series has brought in some great writers, such as Bonnie Jo Campbell, John
Gallaher, Aleksander Hemon and Adam
Johnson. My comments were not a criticism of anyone’s efforts this time around;
however, the reading series this year
does not have the “width and breadth”
Story Week offered Columbia students
and the city of Chicago for 19 years.
I can see why a student might not
grasp the complexity of all that goes
into putting on an event such as Story
Week. It wasn’t until after I lifted the
SW hood in the fall of last year and saw
what was under it, that I fully realized
the complexity of the operation.
Finally, about The Chronicle not sitting
on the story. When I was a reporter for
The Washington Post and we had a hot
story, we usually ran with it. Of course,
you always try to contact folks who can
give some other viewpoint—if there’s
some other relevant viewpoint to give.
If those people don’t talk to you—for
whatever reason—then you state in
the story that you tried to reach them
and they didn’t respond, and then you
go ahead and publish the story. If more
developments happen later, or if heretofore silent people decide to speak, then
maybe you write another story. Happens
in the newspaper business all the time.
Eric May, associate professor in the
Creative Writing Department

more than they get from almost everyone in
our society today. Finally, I think it’s vital
that we differentiate the legitimate goal of
celebrating sex-positivity from the point
you made about the ‘legitimacy’ of sex work.
The reason folks do sex work is that they
are almost always facing bills and expenses,
or they face poverty and homelessness, but
they don’t have other employment options
available. Sex work has a single benefit:
the money. But rather than describing this
work as legitimate, we should champion
change that would lead to more jobs and
support for those facing marginalization,
including sex workers, and we should

strive to be more accepting of people
who face stigma of all kinds. And I bet
we would all agree that few if any groups
face more stigma than sex workers.
I think it’s clear that sex work is anything
but legitimate. Sex work is cruel and dehumanizing exploitation for almost everyone
involved, from porn actors to prostitutes to
strippers. None of that will change unless
we stop pretending that this work is a
legitimate job choice made by people who
have enough ‘choices’ in the first place.
Jeff Sanderson, associate director
of Admissions Counseling in the
Undergraduate Admissions Office

letter to the editor

Response to “Sex work not
safe for college students”

I

am writing to comment on [Selena
Cotte’s] conclusion to the [Nov. 30]
article about sex work being unsafe for
college students. You wrap up by claiming
“sex work is a legitimate job choice for those
who have fully considered both the consequences and benefits.” I take strong exception to the idea that sex work is a ‘legitimate’
job choice. Sex work is exploitation, and sex

workers are the victims. I know folks sometimes think supporting sex work is empowering to the people who do this work. They
probably want to live in a world where sex
workers are safer and feel less marginalized,
and I agree with that, just to be clear. But
touting the legitimacy of this work is not
the same as supporting and empowering
the workers themselves, who deserve much
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South Loop residents respond to new development plans » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia
» AP PHOTO

Mayor announces task force,
residents propose ordinance
» mckayla braid
METRO REPORTER

release of Laquan
McDonald being fatally shot 16 times by
a Chicago police officer and within hours
of firing Police Superintendent Garry
McCarthy on Dec. 1, Mayor Rahm Emanuel
announced the creation of the Task Force
on Police Accountability.
The Task Force on Police Accountability
will have a five member panel to review
the system of accountability and training
of CPD officers, recommend changes to
ensure officers who have multiple complaints against them are investigated and
establish the best practices for releasing
videos for police-related incidents, according to a Dec. 1 press release.
“The shooting of Laquan McDonald
requires more than just words,” Emanuel
stated in the press release. “It requires that
we act; that we take more concrete steps to
prevent such abuses in the future, secure the
safety and the rights of all Chicagoans, and
build stronger bonds of trust between our
police and the communities they’re sworn
to serve.”
According to the press release, the Police
Board has begun its search for a new superintendent to replace McCarthy.
A city ordinance requires that when there
is a vacancy in the superintendent's position,
the Police Board has to nominate three candidates for consideration by the mayor, the
press release stated.
After Emanuel made the announcement
of the task force, a group of protesters spoke
out against it and presented their own Fair
Cops Ordinance.
A group of protesters from the Community
Renewal Society—a faith-based organization that works to eliminate class and race
barriers—countered the creation of the task
force by proposing the Fair Cops Ordinance,
which stands for freedom through accountability, investigation and reform for community oversight of policing services, according
to the CRS’s Dec. 1 press release.
According to the press release, The Fair
Cops Ordinance would create a police auditor office staffed by attorneys, researchers
and administrators who would have access
to all police records and data to analyze
patterns of police misconduct or bias and
recommend changes in policy.
“Please do not be fooled by this task
force—this is not the first time we have
seen this in our history of Chicago where a
committee is formed. There is no committee
FOLLOWING THE VIDEO

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

On Dec. 1 Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced
the Task Force on Police Accountability.

» GETTY IMAGES

needed,” said the Rev. Chris Griffin, a member of the Community Renewal Society who
spoke outside the mayor's office at City Hall
shortly after the task force was announced.
“We need an independent auditor, we don't
need a task force.”
Griffin said members of the Community
Renewal Society called for police reform
after Laquan McDonald's death last year but
when Emanuel agreed to a meeting—which
he said was around the time of Emanuel's
re-election—McCarthy was not present.
Pastor Cy Fields of Landmark Missionary
Baptist Church and also a board member
of Community Renewal Society, said the
group's next step is to present the ordinance
to aldermen for their support.
Fields said the ultimate goal is to have an
independent auditor “that can have transparency, accountability and with integrity,
address every citizen complaint regarding
Chicago police officers.”
Fields said a fundamental change and
transparency are needed within the community and the police department that goes
beyond firing McCarthy.
The city will also require six additional
police districts to wear body cameras by
mid-2016, according to a Nov. 29 press
release. The program will be funded by $1.1
million in grants from the U.S. Department
of Justice and $1.1 million in city funds,
according to the press release.
Testing sites for the cameras will be
announced soon, and the cameras, which
can record up to 72 hours on a single
charge and double as an in-vehicle recording device, will be purchased in February,
according to the press release.
Donavahn Frierson, a senior design major
and graphic designer for Columbia's Black
Student Union, said the mayor’s task force is
a step in the right direction, and the expansion of body-worn cameras should hold more
officers accountable.
Frierson said he does not know if body
cameras would have prevented the death of
McDonald, but he said the cameras could
cause those wearing them to reconsider
their actions.
Frierson said the task force should help
ensure accountability, but he said he could
not say for sure because the task force has
been created so recently.
The recommendation for the Task Force
on Police Accountability is set to be presented to Emanuel and the City Council
by March 31.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com
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World AIDS Day encourages
uptick in testing
» dominique jackson
METRO REPORTER

SEVERAL AWARENESS AND outreach
events took place on World AIDS
Day Dec.1 to increase awareness
and urge people to identify their
HIV status.
It was the 27th World AIDS
Day, which was first honored in
1988 when the disease and its viral
causes were still little understood.
According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention,
someone is diagnosed with HIV
about every 10 minutes and more
than 56,000 Americans are
infected yearly.
One of the initiatives launched
Dec.1 was the Chicago Wears
Condoms campaign, created by
the Chicago Department of Public
Health in partnership with Mikva
Challenge, a group dedicated to
empowering youth activists. The
campaign will encourage the use

of condoms through advertisements with the Chicago Transit
Authority and on social media
according a to Dec. 1 press release
from the CDPH.
“We wanted to create a campaign to target youth in a positive
way,” said Heaven Johnson, a
senior at Robert Lindblom Math
and Science Academy who collaborated with the campaign in
a Dec. 1 press release from the
CDPH. “Youth want to hear solutions driven by our own ideas and
experiences, and Chicago Wears
Condoms is one solution. We hope
this campaign leads to an open and
honest conversation.”
HIV RealTALK, a nonprofit
based in the Austin neighborhood
which seeks to provide resources
to people living with HIV and
AIDS, hosted a World AIDS Day
event to encourage community
members to get tested.
“We work with community

leaders to implement risk reduction strategies in high-risk neighborhoods,” said Maya Green,
founder of HIV RealTALK.
The organization also launched
the Message Tree Project, which
decorates trees throughout the
Austin and North Lawndale
communities with ornaments containing cards with information on
where people can receive free HIV
testing and other resources. The
campaign will last until February.
“They are meant to engage people by spreading the word about
prevention, education and participation through different artistic
expressions,” said Dejuane Rivers,
board member of HIV RealTALK.
Green said she hopes people take
the ornaments to receive more
information.
According to Green, one out of
100 Austin neighborhood residents
is at risk of an HIV diagnosis. The
center’s website cites drug use,
sex with multiple partners and
unprotected sex as risk factors.
“Our community has one of the
highest concentrations of HIV
diagnoses,and we want to find

solutions,” said Pam Moore, chief
of staff for the 29th Ward.
According to Green, the
World Health Organization
set a goal of eradicating AIDS
by 2030, and a report released
by the WHO in 2014 said that
the number of HIV-related
deaths decreased by 42 percent
since 2004.
“The only way we will be able
to [eradicate AIDS] is to get oneon-one and face-to-face with

communities and address the
issues,” Green said.
The number of HIV diagnoses in
Chicago decreased by 48 percent
since 2001, according to the Dec.1
CDPH press release.
“Chicago continues to make real
progress in our fight against HIV
and STIs because of a coordinated
and collaborative effort,” CDPH
Commissioner Julie Morita, MD
said in a Dec. 1 CDPH press release.
djackson@chroniclemail.com

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Ornaments with HIV information and resources on the inside will be
hung in the Austin and North Lawndale neighborhoods until February.
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Parents, teachers remain wary as CPS
reevaluates special education funding
» mckayla braid
METRO REPORTER

special education funding to meet the needs
of students were announced by
Chicago Public Schools amid cries
from CPS educators and families,
who have been protesting the
city’s funding cuts since the May 1
release of the 2016 budget. Particularly unpopular is CPS’ All Means
All program, which gives principals a lump sum of money to spend
on their special education students,
based on the number of students.
According to a Nov. 25 press
release, CPS will reallocate funding in district-run schools for
3,007 special education teaching
positions, compared to 2,885 last
year, and 2,687 paraprofessional
positions, up from 2,662 last year.
“We recognize this process has
been challenging for some families and school leaders, and we
PLANS TO REALIGN

are committed to implementing
an improved, bottom-up process
for next school year that will allow
principals to play a more robust
role in determining how to meet
their students’ needs,” CPS CEO
Forrest Claypool said in the Nov.
25 press release.
According to the press release,
the formula CPS used to make a
second round of cuts this year was
flawed, so CPS will conduct a thorough review of its diverse learner
resource allocation process to
improve next year’s budget process.
Sarah Chambers, a special education teacher for Maria Saucedo
Scholastic Academy, 2850 W. 24th
Blvd., said her school will see the
return of two positions, but the
positions will not be reinstated
until February because teachers
cannot transfer mid-semester.
“I was ecstatic we had that victory and I know CPS will never
admit it, but the reason we had

that victory was because of all the
pushback with parents and community organizations,” Chambers
said. “You can feel helpless at
times, so it’s great to see these wins
when you push back.”
According to the press release,
the All Means All pilot program,
which began in 2015 and provides
student-based funding instead
of position allocations, received
$130.3 million in funding this
school year.
Chambers said the fight for
special education resources is
not over, and CPS’ All Means All
program is cutting funding from
special education.
According to Chambers, the
All Means All program attaches
a monetary value to each special
education student, and the amount
is the same for all students regardless of their needs and what is
listed in their IEP.
“The problem is the amount of

» GETTY IMAGES

money they attach to each student
is way too low, so all these schools
don’t have enough to cover basic
needs,” Chambers said.
Chambers said All Means All
funding was previously allocated
based on students’ Individualized
Education Program, but CPS
changed the policy to save money.
“Specifically [All Means All]
turns special education funding
into student-based budgeting,”
Chambers said. “I think we have
to keep up the pressure on CPS so
this program is not implemented
at all. We’ve already talked about
it being a complete failure, but
CPS will do whatever they can
get away with.”
Josh Radinsky, parent of a child
with Down syndrome who attends
Jacqueline B. Vaughn Occupational
High School, 4355 N. Linder Ave.,

said the school lost more special
education positions during the
summer than any other school.
“The principals and teachers
work so hard to create a good learning environment for our kids, and
they’re having to do it on this quicksand of CPS not knowing what it
is doing and incompetence in the
way they run special education,”
Radinsky said.
Radinsky called the All Means
All program a disaster and said this
year’s cuts have been the worst he
has ever witnessed.
“As a parent, I see an incredible pattern of failure by [Office
of Diverse Learners Support and
Services] to abide by the law and
to meet the needs of our kids,”
Radinsky said.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com
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Brandon Smith
occupation: Independent journalist
neighborhood: Uptown
» gretchen sterba
METRO REPORTER

THE NOV. 24 video release of
Laquan McDonald being fatally
shot 16 times on Oct. 20, 2014,
by a Chicago police officer was
controversial given its graphic
content, but to Brandon Smith, a
journalist who filed the Freedom
of Information Act request that
led to the court-ordered release, it
was important to show the public.
Smith began his journalism
career in 2007 working as an editorial assistant at the Washington
Court House Record-Herald in
Ohio where he reported and photographed breaking news stories. In
2009, he moved to Chicago to study
journalism at Columbia, where he
worked for The Chronicle as an
assistant sports & health editor for
a semester and a half before leaving

the college in 2011 because, as he
said, “it was clear I didn’t need it.”
The Chronicle spoke with Smith
about investigative journalism,
large organizations’ approaches
to journalism and his goals as an
independent journalist.
THE CHRONICLE: Why did
you file the FOIA request to gain
access to the video of Laquan
McDonald’s death?
BRANDON SMITH: I was put
in touch with an activist, William
Calloway, who suggested I look into
this and [said] the denial of everyone’s FOIA requests would probably not stand up in court. He and I
got together [and] filed a request,
[which] took a couple months, and
they eventually denied us. At that
point we had standing to sue, which
we did and we won.

The question on everyone’s minds releasing every document related
is whether or not McCarthy’s to Laquan.
ouster is a political move or
Read the rest of Smith’s Q&A at
What was most challenging whether it indicates a change in ColumbiaChronicle.com.
about getting the video released the direction of the [CPD]. It cergsterba@chroniclemail.com
to the public?
tainly could, but it’s yet to be seen.
It wasn’t that difficult. Fourteen Reporters are hopefully going to
other news organizations before keep a closer watch on the police
me filed this FOIA [request], were department from now on and try
denied and refused to pursue it. I to hold [Mayor Rahm Emanuel]
think the fact that it was pretty easy accountable for the changes he’s
is really damning to the profession said he’s got to make. Rahm came
of journalism. These big organi- out with some strong language
zations had the money to file this at the press conference the other
complaint. There were other rea- day. He admitted there were really
sons massive news organizations systemic problems, which is kind
chose not to pursue it. It’s been of cool, [and] this pretty much
well-documented [that] if you are forced him to do that, because
close to one of your sources and everyone, myself included, has
have to talk to them a lot in pursuit been writing that he hasn’t even
of your story, you are reluctant to spoken about these systemic
give them the middle finger. The problems.
question we should be asking is:
Are our mainstream organizations What do you think should be
too close, and are they afraid to rock done next?
the boat?
I think firing McCarthy is not necessarily a bold move. I think a bold
» EVAN BELL/CHRONICLE
What are your thoughts about move that would actually allow
Chicago Police Superintendent the public’s trust in the police and Brandon Smith is the independent
journalist who sued to get the video
Garry McCarthy being fired and city to be restored would be some- of Laquan McDonald’s death to the
its effect on the city?
thing that I’m calling for, which [is] general public.
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Marisa Novara, director of the
Metropolitan Planning Commission,
speaks about lacking affordable
housing at a forum Dec. 1 at
33 E. Congress Parkway.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Community group hosts
conversation on state
of affordable housing
» jordan watkins
METRO REPORTER

PANELISTS AT A Dec. 1 forum for
journalists, nonprofit representatives and community members
said Chicago lacks adequate
affordable housing options.
The forum was hosted by Public
Narrative, a group that helps
community organizations promote

themselves in the media, and took
place at 33 E. Congress Parkway.
Panelists spoke about the
need for more affordable housing options in the city. They said
residents often do not live where
they would like to because they
cannot afford to do so and that
existing options are often not in
good repair or near resources like
grocery stores.

Cheryl Johnson, a lifelong resident of the Altgeld Gardens public
housing project on the far South
Side, said there is no longer a grocery store in her neighborhood.
“You don’t see resources today
like we had when I was growing
up,” she said.
Johnson, the daughter of environmental justice activist Hazel
Johnson who founded People for
Community Recovery, said her
community and others similar to
it suffer from two main issues: a
lack of opportunities for residents
and misconceptions she says stem
from the media. She said she would
like to see more positive reporting
about “striving people” who come
from her neighborhood.
The decline in manufacturing
jobs hit her community hard, she
said, specifically referring to the
closing of a steel mill that had
employed many of her neighbors.
“When the steel mill closed, that

changed the whole economy of my
community,” she said.
Marisa Novara, director of
the Metropolitan Planning
Commission, said some low-income and affordable-housing
communities like Johnson’s are
seeing progress.
“You have had a rise in community development corporations that has grown largely in
distressed, low-income communities,” she said. “Many of them
have taken on the development of
affordable housing.”
The problem, Novara said, is
that these projects are not happening throughout the city.
“You don’t see those same organizations in areas that are more
wealthy,” she said.
Novara said areas like downtown and the North Side lack
development of affordable housing
for many reasons. Higher property
values in these areas allow developers to charge more for units, and
in some neighborhoods they simply
cannot afford to charge low rent.
The City of Chicago’s Affordable
Requirements Ordinance man-

dates that developers who receive
city assistance include a small
number of affordable units in their
projects, but Novara said those
developers often write a check to
the city as an alternative.
Resources are available to
low-income residents looking for a
home, noted Daniel Bahena, a real
estate agent at The Resurrection
Project. Unlike most agents,
Bahena is paid a salary, not commission, which he said makes him
better suited to help homebuyers
find the best solution for them,
regardless of their financial situation, because he will not receive
a higher commission from a
higher-priced sale.
“Life happens—people fall on
hard times,” he said.
Bahena said he helps people
build and repair credit, noting
there are a number of grants and
assistance programs available to
first-time homebuyers.
“We try to create many opportunities for affordable home ownership,” he said.
jwatkins@chroniclemail.com
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New developments
to join South Loop
» gretchen sterba
METRO REPORTER

developments
are set to start construction on
the 1100 block of South Wabash
Avenue at the end of 2016, according to architects at a Nov. 30
community meeting at 1104 S.
Wabash Ave.
The first building, a new Hilton
Homewood Suites and Wabash
Suites Hotel, will rise at 1101 S.
Wabash Ave. It will be a 29-story
project offering 6,000 square feet
of retail space. The other building,
at 1136 S. Wabash Ave., will feature
320 residential units, as reported
Nov. 9 by The Chronicle.
“When you have a business magnet, the entire community benefits
because you have money coming
into the area,” said Jay Little,
attorney for the owner of the 1101
TWO NEW MAJOR

S. Wabash Ave. project, the Yen
Family of S.B. Yen Management
Group of Hinsdale, Illinois,
Keith Giles, the developer for
the 1136 S. Wabash Ave. Building,
said the development is scheduled
to begin construction in late 2016.
Giles and his team of developers
purchased the lot from the City
of Chicago in April 2015 for an
appraised value of $4.4 million.
A deal made with the City Council
mandates that at least 24 percent
of the development must feature
minority-owned businesses, Giles
said, adding that 4 percent must
feature women-owned businesses.
Above the first floor that is home
to the retail component, three levels
will include parking, topped by 20
residential floors, each featuring
16 units. Vladimir Andrejevic,
a building designer who works
for Solomon Cordwell Buenz, an

architecture, interior design and
planning firm, said the building’s
roof will be an amenity deck with a
pool and lounge space for residents.
Giles said 160 of the units will
be 400 square-foot studio apartments, and the remaining units—
80 single-bedroom units and 80
two-bedroom apartments—will be
large and cost $1,300 to $3,000 a
month, depending on the number
of rooms and amenities. Giles said
the building is expected to bring
in about $600,000 in tax revenue
and should be finished by the end
of 2017.

The 1101 S. Wabash Ave.
Building, designed by Lothan Van
Hook DeStefano Architecture, will
feature Hilton Homewood Suites
on levels 9–22 and the Wabash
Suites Hotel above it to the 29th
floor, along with accessory parking.
According to Jim DeStefano and
Mary Ann Van Hook, architects for
the building, the Hilton Homewood
Suites will have approximately
196 suites, and the Wabash Suites
Hotel will feature 85 hotel suites
that include 31 studios, 45 one-bedroom units and nine two-bedroom
apartment units.

Vladimir Andrejevic, designer,
presented plans for a new
development at 1136 S. Wabash
Ave. during a Nov. 30 community
meeting at 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS /CHRONICLE
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Residents expressed worry at the
meeting about the Wabash Suites
Hotel’s lobby being placed on the
west side facing South Wabash
Avenue. They said the area is
already subject to heavy traffic,
and are concerned for construction.
“We’ve been through processes
before where the economy has been
in one place one year, and the next
year we’re not moving forward.
But if both of these projects are
moving forward, we’re going to
work with the city so this doesn’t
inconvenience people more than
it possibly has to,” said Alderman
Will Burns (4th Ward).
Michael Elmore, a local software
engineer who formerly worked at
Bank of America Merrill Lynch,
attended the meeting and said
Chicago’s large density may become
a problem during construction.
“This is a highly residential
[area] as far as city neighborhoods
and some of these developments
seem to be challenging that,”
Elmore said.
gsterba@chroniclemail.com
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NOW LEASING FOR 2016| LEASE TODAY!
SPRING| SUMMER| FALL

UNIT AMENITIES
• Euro-Style Cabinetry

• 50” Flat Screen TVs

• In-Unit Washer/Dryers

• Garbage Disposals

• Glass Shower Doors and
Tiled Shower Walls

• Modern, Designer
Plumbing Fixtures

• Tiled Bathroom Floors

•

• Stainless Steel
Appliances

Gus Modern Furniture

B U I L DI N G A M E N I T I E S
•

•

24-hour Fitness Center with
Cardio Equipment and
Weights
Smartphone App for
Easy Guest Entry Control
and 24/7 Security Guard

•

Rooftop Oasis with
fire pit and gas grills

•

Study lounges with free
printing

ARCATOLDCOLONY.COM

LEA SIN G OFFICE
37 West Van Buren St. Chicago, IL
60605
SPECIALIZING IN ONLINE LEASING
email: live@arcatoldcolony.com
arcatoldcolony.com

